Introduction. Let ((x)) = x -[x] -1/2, where [x]
denotes the greatest integer < x 9 and put (i.i) ΪU.*>-Σ lίτMτi the sumπtation extending over a complete residue system (mod k) > x Then if {h, &) = 1, the sum's {h, k) satisfies (see for example [4] ) ( 
1.2) 12hk{J(h, k) + J{k, h)\

Note that's (A, k) = s(h, k) + 1/4, where s(h, k)
is the sum defined in [4] ,
In this note we shall give a simple proof of (1.2) which was suggested by Redei's proof [5] . The method also applies to Apostol's extension [1] 
here £runs through the A th roots of unity distinct from 1.
3. Proof of (1.2) In the next place consider the equation
where fix), gix) are polynomials, deg fix) < k -1, deg gix) < A-l. Then if £has the same meaning as in (2.2), it is clear from (3.1) that
Thus by the Lagrange interpolation formula
Similarly, if η runs through the Ath roots of unity,
<3
.3, , ( ,,.Uίi> ' £ _!_ 4z
Now it follows from (3.1) that A/(l) + kg (I) = 1; hence substituting from (3.2) and (3.3) in (3.1) we get the identity
Next put »al + ί in (3.4) and expand both members in ascending powers of t*
We find without difficulty that the right member of (3.4) becomes
Comparison of coefficients of t in both sides of (3. 
by (4.2). We now put x = e ι . Transposing the last term above to the right we find that the right member has the expansion Dut by [3, formula (6.6 
